Clean Coats is a Leading Indian Manufacturer & Exporter of High Performance Specialty Coating Materials with a Well Established Presence in the Pharmaceutical, Hospital, Manufacturing and Infrastructural Industries.
About Us

Clean Coats is an ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 certified organization manufacturing a range of epoxy floorings, anti corrosion coatings, PU coatings & Construction Chemicals. Our product conforms to the eco friendly LEED green building norm. We at Clean Coats are committed to provide our customers the highest level of support & satisfaction by meeting their specific requirements; we adhere to the highest quality standards across the value chain, by minutely going through application involved which leads to accurate product suggestion, which meets International Standards, product application & after sales service. Clean Coats has set very high quality standards for its products and each batch of production is subject to stringent quality norms before being cleared for use. Clean Coats has been awarded CRISIL rating of SE-1A indicating Highest Performance Capability. This is the topmost rating given in the SME segment. Our products are eco friendly with minimal VOC (volatile organic compounds) that adhere to the LEED and Indian Green Building Council (IGBC) IEQ Credit 4.2. We are committed to provide optimum solution to our clients. We, at Clean Coats understand our client’s needs before giving recommendations rather than enforcing any standard formula. A responsive organization competent enough for fast decision making is the reason behind 'The Personalized...'

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/cleancoats/profile.html
ADMIXTURES

Water Reducing Concrete Admixture - Conproof C 101

Bipolar Concrete Penetrating Corrosion Inhibition Admixture

Quick Setting Admixture For Cement Mortar And Concrete - Conproof La 103

Conproof C 101 - Concrete Admixture
ANTI CORROSION SPECIALTY COATING

Higher End Anti Corrosion Coating Services

Medium Range Corrosion Protection Coating CORRO TECH ST 90

Corro Tech St 80 High Build Epoxy Surface Tolerant
CHEMICAL RESISTANT COATING

Our Products

Chemical Resistant Flooring Coatings

Chemical Resistant Coating

Chemical Resistant Epoxy Pitch Coating

Epoxy Coating Polyamine Cured
CONSTRUCTION CHEMICALS

Our Products

Waterproofing Systems

Waterproofing Admixture

Accelerating Admixture

Concrete Admixture
Plasticizing Retarder
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Bipolar Corrosion Penetrating Inhibiting Admixture
- Expanding Grout Admixture - Clean Plast Me 101
- Flex Kote AC - Anti Carbonation Coating
- Car Park Coating
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Ultimate Chemical Resistant Coating

Superplasticizer Admixture

Coal Tar Epoxy Coating

Coal Tar Epoxy Coatings
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CONTACT US

Clean Coats Private Limited
Contact Person: Chetan Shelke

G Wing, 4th Floor, G-437, Kanakia Zillion L. B. S. Marg, BKC Annexe
Mumbai - 400070, Maharashtra, India

📞 +91-8048077635
🌐 https://www.indiamart.com/cleancoats/